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( 93 results with Ads Sellers looking to grow their business and reach more interested buyers can use the Etsy advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors such as relevance and how much sellers pay per click. learn more. ) Published: 07:20 GMT, 11 June 2018 | Updated: 07:20 GMT, 11 June 2018 If you remember collecting pogs in 1990, or if your children were
obsessed with cardboard discs, also known as milk charts, it could be worth clearing in the attic to see if you still have any. The collection game was a great success in the 90s with school children from around the world buying, swapping, and collecting colored cardboard discs in order to build vast collections. Several limited edition pogs have been released and a number of these - and some job-lot
collections - are now for sale on eBay. Prize money: A collection of more than 5,800 pog sold on eBay for £215 in March of this yearPogs, also known as Tazos and Flippos, are round cardboard discs with colorful designs on one side and the pog logo on the other. There were hundreds of different models available, and an extensive list can be found on the site milkcapmania.co.uk.Nu only that there were
pogs a collection item, they were a first game that involved using a slamer, a heavier pog made of metal or plastic, to flip over as many pogs as possible. The Popog were stacked in equal numbers and the players then took turns using the slamer to flip them over - and were able to keep whatever they did. The game is believed to have originated in Hawaii before moving to the United States and then the
United Kingdom, where they were released in 1995 and around $30 million is expected to have been sold since then. Now a new game is designed that allows you to play pogs through a mobile phone app with people from all over the world, and you can scan in old pogs using image recognition technology and use these in the game. The most expensive collection of 5,800 pogs I saw went for £215 earlier
this yearIn light of the new game, I took a look on eBay to see how much original pogs they were selling for. There are hundreds of listings for global pogs, both limited edition pogs and their general collections. The most valuable sale in the UK I found was for a collection of more than 5,800 pogs in a variety of different themes, including a Star Wars collection that sold for £215 in March this year. Job-lot
collections of pogs are for sale on eBay for an average of £20 for about 200 discsNext was a special edition set Chupa Caps - City People Series in Green that went for £122, then a similar set of Chupa Caps in in the dark for £90.88. Several people have also sold a lot of random pogs jobs, with one of 4009 discs for £80.The average price of the ones we found were between £20 and £50 for collections of
at least a few hundred pogs, or those containing some special edition models. Even some unfinished sets have been sold with a set part of the Batman Power Caps series for sale for £21 in this year. Individual pogs and slammers have also been for sale on eBay, but they are much less and go for an average of £1-£2. The new Pog game will allow users to scan in pictures of their retro pogs for in-game
creditsTherefore, if you have a collection left over from 90, you could try your hand at selling them online. The new game is created by London-owned firm Compton Technology, which has just launched an Indigogo campaign to raise funds to design the game. The target is $50,000 and has reached $5,947 already with 106 quarterbacks and a month on ward. The free game, called POGS AR, is to be
released in September for Android and iPhone users and is the first officially licensed mobile game from the World Pog Federation, the UK's largest pog seller. It will include all the original features of the game from 90 - including flipping and slamming - but through a mobile app. A limited physical edition pog is available to people who support the earlyUsers campaign you will be able to scan existing pogs
and unlock additional content, win physical prizes, take part in slamming matches with other players and compete in regular tournaments. For those who support the funding campaign, there will be additional advantages available, including a limited edition physical slammer, special in-game content, a custom designed pog character and early access to the game. Sam Park, director of Compton
Technology, said: Pogs mix two things that people love to do - compete and collect. But in pogs you play for keeps and you have to risk losing some of your collection to expand it, so that enthusiasm and intensity increases as you play. This collection of almost 500 pogs sold on eBay for £31 earlier this year'By going digital and applying modern technology, it would be AR to the original concept, we are
creating a gaming community and ecosystem collection that I think may be even bigger than the original. As the new game is due to launch in September, the number of people whipping their old online pogs could increase in the next two months and therefore the global value you can sell them for will go down as more people hunt their tosell on. But on the contrary, as interest increases, there may be more
buyers, which could also affect the price. On the other hand, if you want to get involved with the new game game - it might be worth hanging on the pogs as the designers say you will be able to scan them in and use them with it. Some links in this article may be affiliate links. If you click on them we could earn a small commission. That helps us fund This Is Money, and keep it free to use. We don't write
articles to promote products. We do not allow any commercial relationship to affect our editorial independence. Item Location: Valley, New York, United States Postal At: Worldwide Excludes: Russian Federation, Serbia, Ukraine, Vatican City State, Angola, Cameroon, French Polynesia, Libya, Mongolia, Suriname, Guyana, Mauritius, Chad, Madagascar, New Caledonia, Iran, Western Sahara, Western,
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